RE&T-PSG Meeting
Sunday, June 17, 2007
4:45 – 5:45pm

Maureen A. Linden, MS, BME
Patti Bahr, MSE, ATP, RET
Agenda

- Announcements
- Draft documents for review
- Offices needing filled
- Opportunities for involvement in PSG
- Issues to make decisions on today
- RET – How do we get a critical mass?
Announcements

- Listserves now operated by RESNA
- SideKicks Program
- Wikipedia entries exist for RET
- Announcements from BOD
  - Fundamentals book is being updated
  - Website, membership database, and journal activities are being re-organized
  - Requesting content for workshops from each PSG
- www.complexrehab.org – HR2231
Offices Needing Filling

- PSG needs help
  - RET representative on Board
  - Content experts

- PSG needs to identify a Vice-Chair
Get Involved!

- Sidekicks Program
- Working Committees
  - Information & Communication – Promoting the Profession
  - Training, Education, & Mentoring
  - Defining Competencies
RET Credential Process

ATP before RET
- Experience before taking credential
- RET is step beyond ATP (to change it would weaken the RET)
- If you are practicing, the test isn’t hard 2 years later

RET before ATP
- Ease of test taking
- Pipeline to become certified
- No titles to anyone before experience

Conclusion: Leave process as it is.
Time Eligibility Requirements

Sunset as scheduled

- Not used during current extension
- Lends credibility

Continue allowing requirements

- Critical mass
- Practice within area of expertise
Direction of the RET

- 44 RETs (286 PSG members)

- How many credentialed individuals in a critical mass?

- How can we achieve the critical mass?